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LiveMail, library database problems repaired
By MARCUS CONSTANTINO

THE PARTHENON
University networking technicians
have given the “all clear” after access
to on-campus resources, including
LiveMail and online library databases,
was intermittent for nearly 48 hours.
Jody Perry, Executive Director of Technology Services for Marshall’s Information
Technology department, said all services
were restored as of 3:30 p.m. Monday.
Perry said a DNS routing issue external
to the university caused the problems.
DNS, or domain name system, converts computer IP addresses, such as
74.125.228.101, to more easy-to-remember names like google.com. When the

Dan Hollis to be
featured speaker
at 2012 winter
commencement

DNS began malfunctioning, Perry said
access to some websites and research databases, including EBSCOHost and NIH.
gov, was impossible from computers and
devices on Marshall’s network.
“We had our staff going through and
basically pulling everything apart trying to figure out what was going on,”
Perry said. “We first experienced the
problem on Saturday. We had some
planned maintenance Sunday morning
so we went ahead and used that time
to make some changes and that didn’t
resolve anything. We had been aware
of it and had been trying to fix it, but
there wasn’t a whole lot we could do.”
MU Alert, Marshall University’s

emergency alert system, sent out
a message alerting students to the
outage just before 11 a.m. Monday
morning. According to a second MU
Alert message sent at 4:40 p.m., the issue was “identified and resolved.”
Perry said the university’s network has
a backup route to the Internet in case its

primary Internet service provider goes
down. He said in this case, the failover
system failed because the primary Internet connection reported no problems.
“We’re still not 100 percent sure what
caused the external problem but our network staff is following up with our ISP
now to see what’s going on,” Perry said.
With dead week and final exams
looming, a repeat outage of library databases and student email would be
a worst-case scenario for Corley Dennison, Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Dean of Undergraduate Studies at Marshall University.
“The fact of the matter is, should
some kind of outage occur during

THE IRISH TENORS

By KATIE WISE

THE PARTHENON
Dan Hollis, an associate professor of journalism and mass
communications and interim
assistant dean
of the W. Page
Pitt
School
of
Journalism and Mass
Communications
at
Marshall University, has HOLLIS
been selected
as the keynote speaker for the
annual winter commencement.
“I think having a faculty
member give the winter commencement address is a great
tradition,” Hollis said. “Following in the footsteps of such great
Marshall professors as Dr. Simon
Perry and Dr. George Arnold, a
legendary journalism professor,
is both an incredible honor and
an overwhelming challenge.”
The commencement ceremony will be Sunday, Dec. 16
in the Cam Henderson Center
on the Huntington campus at
2 p.m. for students who graduated in July or August 2012, or
are tentatively scheduled to
graduate in December.
Hollis was recently selected
out of nearly 300 top professors
in the United States for the 2012
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching West
Virginia Professor of the Year.
Only three other Marshall
professors have won the Carnegie award before Hollis: Karen
Mitchell, a mathematics professor in 1995; John McKernan, an
English professor, in 2000; and
Steven Mewaldt, a psychology
professor, in 2003.
Hollis said he is currently in
the process of preparing his
commencement speech and
has hopes of giving the graduates a little something that
motivates and honors them.

See HOLLIS | Page 5
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From right: Finbar Wright, Anthony Kearns and Ronan Tynan sing during a performance of The Irish Tenors at the Keith-Albee
Performing Arts Center on Monday.

The Irish Tenors bring sounds
of Ireland to the Keith-Albee

By TYRELL CARLTON

THE PARTHENON
The Irish Tenors thrilled the
Keith-Albee Performing Arts Center on Monday. With over 200
attendees within the theater, the
audience was swept away by the
melodic songs of the world-famous
music group.
The group is comprised of Finbar Wright, Anthony Kearns, and
Ronan Tynan have been touring
together as The Irish Tenors since
1998. They played at former president Ronald Regan’s funeral, and
are considered one of the most
successful Irish touring groups in
the world.
Masters of their craft, The Irish
Tenors played a mix of Irish and
Celtic folk songs, exciting the
crowd with their musical talents.

See TENORS | Page 5

Members of the audience listen to The Irish Tenors at the Keith-Albee Performing Arts Center
on Monday.
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final exams, depending on the circumstances, arrangements would have to
be made for students to complete their
work,” Dennison said.
Perry said he does not expect any further outages related to this weekend’s
issues, but his staff will monitor the situation to ensure students have access to
online resources during exam week.
“We’ll be watching it very closely
since this is final weeks,” Perry said.
“It couldn’t have come at a worse
time, basically, so we will have people
watching it around the clock to make
sure it’s being taken care of.”
Marcus Constantino can be contacted at constantino2@marshall.edu.

Organizers
fuel up for
annual Toy
Train party
THE PARTHENON
What started as a small get
together among a group of
friends has grown into an extravagant holiday party that
Cara Hedrick, Toy Train organizer, said has helped more
than a hundred thousand children during the holidays.
“Everything goes to the kids,”
Hedrick said. “We have very
little overhead, every thing is
donated.”
“Toy Train 2012” will kick
off at 8 p.m. on Saturday at 611
4th Ave. across from Nawab
Restaurant. Hedrick said to attend the party, people will need
to donate a new toy or $25 at
the door.
“Last year we raised enough
money to take every kid at the
city mission to Max and Erma’s
in Pullman Square,” Hedrick
said. “Santa came and we took
them to a movie afterwards. It
was something that many of
them have never done before
and is something they may not
get to do anytime soon.”
The toys are distributed to
children in the Huntington area
that come from low-income
families. Hedrick said there is a
committee that works to make
sure the toys go to the right
children.
Hedrick said there will
be plenty of beverages and
food that has been donated
from various restaurants in
Huntington.
She said when she started
working as an organizer for
Toy Train she thought it was
just a fun party, but has seen it
grow into a huge event that has
helped thousands of children.
“I thought it was just something to do,” Hedrick said.
“Over the years you see how
many kids are helped and it’s
just something that makes you
feel really good to help.”
The Parthenon can be
contacted at parthenon@
marshall.edu.
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SGA hosting raffle to benefit United Way Supreme
By ASHLEY KILLINGSWORTH

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University Student
Government Association is hosting a
raffle to benefit the United Way Tuesday from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. in the
Memorial Student Center.
Aja Smith, Marshall University student body vice president, said tickets
cost $1 for one ticket or $5 for six tickets.
“All of the raffle money will go toward
our goal of raising $35,000 for United
Way, proceeds from the t-shirts also go
to this goal.” Smith said. “More importantly, we’re trying to raise awareness
for United Way, and increase participation in our campaign.”

No rush yet
on inaugural
tickets,
hotel rooms

Students, staff and community members can also donate to United Way by
purchasing a T-shirt or hooded sweatshirt.
Jaye Ike, Chair of the United Way
committee at Marshall University, emphasized the importance of United Way
in the community.
“When you give to United Way, you’re
spreading your money across many
agencies and programs in our community,” Ike said. “The agencies are vetted
by volunteers, so that you know your
money is going to the most important
and viable programs.”
United Way of the River Cities supports programs and strategies that
address problems in our region.

“Thirty percent of United Way dollars
assure that individuals and families in
crisis have food, clothing, safe shelter,
and medications,” Ike said. “Seventy
percent help fund programs that are
creating long-term solutions to critical
issues like substance abuse, the dropout
problem, lack of life preparation skills,
and childhood obesity, to name a few.”
According to Ike, United Way is
also involved in partnerships that are
making an impact on early childhood
learning, financial stability, dropout
prevention and preventing substance
abuse among youth.
Those purchasing raffle tickets will
be entered into a drawing for a Kindle

Fire. The winner will be announced
next week.
A 2012 limited edition handcrafted
ceramic “Go Herd” football commemorating the 2012 season can also be
purchased at The Pottery Place in Pullman Square until Dec. 15 with the money
benefiting United Way of the River Cities.
Students unable to make it to the Memorial Student Center Tuesday can also
purchase tickets from campaign chair Jaye
Ike in her office located in Smith Hall room
160 or visit www.marshall.edu/unitedway to make a donation or buy a shirt.
Ashley Killingsworth can be contacted at ashley.killingsworth@
marshall.edu.

Which gay
marriage cases
to hear hot topic
By DAVID G. SAVAGE

By AIMEE CHEN
and WILL MENDELSON

MEDILL NEWS SERVICE (MCT)
WASHINGTON — Plans for
President Barack Obama’s second inauguration in January
are in full swing. A reviewing
stand is under construction in
front of the White House, congressional offices are taking
ticket requests and planners
are mapping out parade logistics and street closures.
But if a crush of well-wishers
is hoping to descend on the nation’s capital as it did four years
ago, when 1.8 million people
crowded into the city to be a part
of his history-making swearingin, their preparations are off to a
much more leisurely start.
Rand Goodman, director of
sales and marketing at the JW
Marriott hotel, along the Pennsylvania Avenue route of the
inaugural parade, said interest
so far has not been the same as
it was at this point four years
ago, but he was optimistic.
“For D.C., this is our Super
Bowl and Oscar all rolled
into one,” Goodman said.
“This is a major event for
the city, so there’s a lot of
demand, and a lot of availability right now.”
The inauguration falls this
time on Monday, Jan. 21,
which is also the birthday of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
As the first African-American to be sworn in as president,
Obama’s first inaugural was a
momentous event, with an appeal and electricity that likely
could not be replicated under
any circumstances
“It was just an amazing experience,” said Juana Turner of
Los Angeles. “I booked my flight
early in November. We weren’t
looking for a four-star hotel
or anything like that. We just
wanted an accommodation.”
But Turner, who works in
the information technology
department at California State
University, Dominguez Hills,
said she’s unsure whether she
will make a second trip.
Many hotels are not fully
booked yet. But many also
require a four-night minimum stay, which could be a
drawback for cost-conscious
inaugural-goers. The industry, however, is counting on
people looking for lodging for
the entire four-day weekend.
Besides hotels, there’s always Craigslist to look for
alternative accommodations
from people willing to rent out
their homes for the weekend.
But as with many hotels, some
postings for private homes,
apartments or condos require a four-night minimum,
and the prices aren’t cheap.
One four-night rental listed as
three blocks from the Capitol
was asking $900 per night.

Court
under
pressure

ALLEN J. SCHABEN/LOS ANGELES TIMES | MCT

Jaime Perdomo, foreground, of Reseda and originally from El Salvador, waits to attend a citizenship workshop organized by the Catholic
Charities of Los Angeles, Inc. at the Mid Valley Regional Branch Library in North Hills, Nov. 17.

A fast track to citizenship

By CINDY CHANG

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
LOS ANGELES — Ricardo Sepida gets
emotional when he sees his son-in-law
in a Navy uniform. Even aircraft carriers make him misty-eyed. There is no
better country than the United States,
says Sepida, an immigrant from the
Philippines.
Yet despite possessing a green card
for 40 years, Sepida has never become
an American citizen. Life got in the
way, as he raised two children, worked
a full-time job as a biomedical technician and ran side businesses on the
weekends.
“I was so busy at work, I had so many
things to do and I’d forget about it,” said
Sepida, 61, of Sylmar, Calif. “I regret it
now. I should have done it a long time
ago.”
Sepida is among the millions of
immigrants who are eligible for citizenship but have postponed the
milestone, whether because of the
$680 fee, a busy schedule or fear of
the English and civics exams. In 2011,
about 750,000 immigrants applied for
naturalization out of the 8.5 million
who were eligible.
A $20 million effort is now under
way to get more permanent residents
to become citizens so they can vote,
have access to a wider range of jobs and

become fully American. The money for
the New Americans Campaign comes
from major foundations and is going
mainly to nonprofits that have already
been doing citizenship work. Two former commissioners of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service have signed
on as advisers.
“We’re going to just grow the
number of people who aren’t really
completely part of the American fabric,
who aren’t pitching their tent, unless
we get them off the sideline and into
the game,” said Eric Cohen, executive
director of the Immigrant Legal Resource Center, which is the campaign’s
main coordinator.
The campaign is being touted as bipartisan — Doris Meissner and James
Ziglar, the two former INS leaders,
served under Presidents Bill Clinton and
George W. Bush, respectively. Organizers chose to launch the effort after the
November presidential election to avoid
any association with partisan voter registration drives, Meissner said.
With the growing clout of Latinos and
Asian-Americans, who voted for Democrat Barack Obama over Republican
Mitt Romney by a ratio of nearly 3-1, an
increase in naturalization rates could
have an effect on local and national
politics.
L.A. is among eight cities targeted

by the New Americans drive, which
will last three to five years. The cities _
which also include Charlotte, N.C.; Dallas; Detroit; Houston; Miami; New York;
and San Jose, Calif. — are home to about
40 percent of those who qualify for
citizenship.
The money will pay for more workshops to help immigrants fill out the
10-page application and prepare for the
exams. The New Americans project will
also fund outreach efforts like the CitizenshipWorks website, which provides
application guidance in English, Spanish, Chinese and Vietnamese.
Separately, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, which processes
applications and is a successor agency
to INS, has worked with Los Angeles officials to install a “citizenship corner” in
each of the city’s 73 public libraries.
“It’s one of those things where you
don’t know how good it is unless you
experience it,” said Phyllis Coven, director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services’ Los Angeles office. “It’s a great
gift, an honor and a privilege to hold a
U.S. passport and become a full member
of this society.”
Typically, the naturalization process
takes about five months from submitting the initial application to reciting an
oath of allegiance at a group swearingin ceremony.

TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
(MCT)
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court justices are not
exactly facing the “fiscal cliff,”
but they will be under more
pressure this week to decide
which gay marriage cases they
will rule on this term.
They discussed the pending
appeals at their private conference last Friday, but announced
no decisions. The justices will
try again at their weekly conference this Friday, the last
such meeting before the long
holiday recess.
It is not uncommon for
the justices to discuss an appeal for two or more weeks
before voting to grant it. The
gay marriage question is complicated because there are
10 pending appeals, including a defense of California’s
Proposition 8 and its ban on
same-sex marriage.
Eight of the appeals ask
the court to rule on the constitutionality of the Defense
of Marriage Act, which bars
federal benefits to legally married gay couples. Judges in
New England, New York and
California have declared this
provision
unconstitutional
because it denies gays and lesbians the equal protection of
the laws.
The Supreme Court has a
duty to rule when a major federal law has been struck down
in one part of the nation. But
it is not clear which case the
court should decide.
The first ruling on the issue arose when Nancy Gill,
a postal worker from Massachusetts, sued because she
could not include her female
spouse on her health care
plan. She won, but Justice
Elena Kagan may be forced to
sit out that case because she
worked on it as solicitor general, potentially creating a 4-4
tie.
In October, Solicitor General Donald Verrilli advised
the court that the New York
case of Edie Windsor “now
provides the most appropriate vehicle” for deciding
the constitutional question.
It was filed after Kagan had
stepped aside from the Justice
Department.
Windsor and her partner,
Theo Spyer, lived together for

See MARRIAGE | Page 5

Flu season hits U.S. early, officials predict possible bad flu year
By MICHAEL MUSKAL

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
LOS ANGELES — The flu
season has gotten off to its
quickest start in nearly a decade, a sign that it could be a
bad year for the illness, officials
said on Monday.
Dr. Thomas Frieden, the director of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, urged
people to get a flu shot to minimize the impact of the deadly
disease’s spread. Speaking to

publicize National Influenza
Vaccination Week, Frieden
said a flu shot was the best tool
available to stop the spread of
the disease, along with covering your mouth when coughing
and washing your hands.
“This is the earliest regular
flu season we’ve seen in nearly
a decade,” Frieden said in a
conference call with reporters.
“That suggests this could be a
bad flu year.”
The flu is caused by different

strains and part of the test
for scientists is trying to mix
a vaccine that includes the
strains that are most likely to
be dominant in any given season. The current vaccine, which
has been prepared in advance,
seems well-matched for the
strains that now are working
their way through the population, Frieden said.
Based on early testing,
Frieden said that the number of suspected flu cases
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has jumped in five Southern
states: Alabama, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Tennessee and
Texas. The dominant flu type
is the same as the one associated with the flu season of
2003-2004, when the outbreak was bad, he said.
The CDC recommends a
yearly flu vaccine for everyone
6 months of age and older. It
usually takes about two weeks
for the body’s immune response to fully kick in.

Especially at risk are very
young children, particularly
those younger than 2, and
people older than 65. People
with chronic conditions such as
asthma and heart disease are
also at risk.
With the holiday season in
mind, Frieden urged people be
careful.
“Spread good cheer and give
presents,” he said. But “don’t
share infections and spread the
flu.”
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One on One
Will Vance sits
down with Herd
football coach

Q: What was your most rewarding moment as a player?
A: When we beat Appalachian State in the 3rd round of the
playoffs. (1987, Marshall 24, Appalachian State 10)

Tony
Petersen

Q: Which was your favorite coaching stop
other than Marshall?
A: Minnesota.
Q: Did you know you wanted to coach
when you were young?
A: No, I had no idea. I wanted to play
baseball.

Marshall University football Assistant Head Coach and Quarterback’s Coach
Tony Petersen has experienced Marshall Football from the sideline as well as
on the field. As a player for the Thundering Herd he won Southern Conference
Athlete of the Year in 1988 and set six different Marshall records. As a coach he
developed Chad Pennington and Byron Leftwich into 1st round NFL draft picks
and after several different coaching stops has returned to his alma mater. He is
now guiding Rakeem Cato to record-breaking performances, but the California
native still finds time to spend at the golf course.

Q: What do you consider your greatest achievement?
A: My family.
Q: How would you like to die?
A: On the golf course.

Q: What do you think makes you such a successful quarterback’s coach?
A: I understand the position and I bring that to the position.

Q: What’s your favorite TV show?
A: “Two and a Half Men.”

Q: What was the most memorable game you coached in?
A: One of those two national championship games we had here (1992 and 1996 1-AA
National Championships, both Marshall wins.)

Q: Who was the goofiest player you’ve ever
coached?
A: Eddie Sullivan (Marshall QB, 2010)

Q: How often do you wish you could put the pads on again?
A: In practice sometimes. Not when they’re going to start hitting though, I don’t need that.

Q: Who was the smartest player you’ve ever
coached?
A: Chad Pennington.

Q: What would be a perfect day for you?
A: If football season, Saturday with a win. If not, Saturday on the golf course.
Q: What was your most rewarding moment as a coach?
A: When we beat Michigan at Michigan when I was at Minnesota.

Q: How would you describe your coaching style?
A: I think I’m effective, but laid back.

Q: How does it feel when one of your players breaks one of your records?
A: I’m happy for them. I enjoyed setting the records and I’m more happy that
they get them.

Q: What was your favorite receiver route to throw to as a
player?
A: I liked throwing the post.

Q: If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it be?
A: I’d have been taller, maybe I could have made it to the NFL.

Q: What was the wackiest play you’ve ever called?
A: Probably a double-reverse type pass.

Q: If you could reincarnate as something, what would it be?
A: A PGA golfer.

Q: Do you think having played at Marshall helps you connect
with your QBs?
A: I think a little bit, but playing the position is
probably more important.

Q: If you weren’t coaching football, what would you be doing?
A: I would probably be a PE teacher coaching golf.

EDITORS NOTE: Over the next few weeks The Parthenon will run edited transcripts of several Q & A’s with representatives of Marshall University’s sports community. The interviews, conducted by
reporters in the sports reporting class, incorporate a questionnaire style borrowed, in part, from French writer Marcel Proust and made famous in the back pages of Vanity Fair magazine.

Marshall Maniacs presence growing
By SARAH HAGERTY

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall Maniacs have
always been one of the rowdiest
Marshall student organizations
on campus. They are the official
student organization that supports all 16 athletic teams and
are known for their passionate and dedicated spirit to the
Thundering Herd.
In 1998, the Maniacs were
founded by a group of students
that wanted to be known as the
most spirited fans on campus
and in town. Since then, the
Maniacs have grown to be one
of the largest student organizations on campus with around

1,370 members.
“Two years ago the group
was at 480-500 members,”
Aaron Goebbel, advisor for the
Marshall Maniacs, said. “To see
the group double within the
past two years is amazing. I’m
really hoping that we can get up
to 2,000 members within the
next year.”
Goebbel said he believes that
there is a “high school attitude”
on this campus because students feel like they are too cool
to cheer for their team.
“College is all about campus
involvement and campus community,” he said. “I think the
Maniacs are starting to shape

that attitude a little bit to where
it is a cool thing to come to the
games to support the Herd.”
Along with supporting the
Herd on the field, the Maniacs also help out in the Herd
community. For the Muscular
Dystrophy Association, the
Marshall Maniacs donated
around $1,000 to the association and was the official
T-shirt sponsor for the annual
Muscle Walk. The Maniacs also
donated $25,000 to the Vision
Campaign, the $30 million fundraising campaign for the new
athletic facilities.
“For a student organization
that supports athletics to give a

$25,000 gift is incredible,” Goebbel said. “My hat goes off to
the leaders of the Maniacs for
presenting a check to help support this campaign.”
Students who join the organization will receive a “Marshall
Maniac” T-shirt, a membership
card that gives you a 10% discount at participating stores,
season tickets to the football games and other perks
throughout the year.
“For only $20 students are
receiving the same, and essentially more, perks than a
Big Green member would who
pays way more,” Goebbel said.
“We’re just trying to make
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students realize that it’s very
easy and simple to join. Why
wouldn’t you want to be a part
of such a great student organization that offers so many
perks throughout the whole
school year?”
Lexy Repp, 19, a sophomore
exercise physiology major, said
she loves being part of the Marshall Maniacs.
“It is a lot of fun because it
gives me the chance to meet
new people and get involved
on campus,” Repp said. “I highly
recommend everyone joining
the Maniacs.”

See MANIACS | Page 5
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ABOUT US

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published
by students Mondays through Fridays during the regular semesters,
and weekly Thursdays during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial content.
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THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

n Better
n Worse

PHOTO EDITOR
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Column

n What is studying?

Do you think the Thundering Herd
men’s basketball team will fare
better or worse in Conference USA
this season?

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Editorial

Royal couple announces royal baby
Oh my gosh, Prince William and Princess Kate are expecting
their first bundle of joy. Palace officials announced the pregnancy yesterday. The child, whether male or female, will be
the heir to the throne. He or she will fall third in line behind
Prince Charles of Wales, the oldest child of Queen Elizabeth
II and their father, Duke of Cambridge Prince William who
is Charles’ first born son. Prince Harry of Wales, William’s
younger brother, will have to take a seat behind the royal baby
and wait his turn as he is demoted to the fourth in the line of
succession.
Kate’s stomach is already being referred to as the “royal bump”
and has served to bump the credibility of magazines that have
prophesized the conception of this child for months.

News of the pregnancy seems to reflect worldwide happiness of the announcement, but no news outlet seems to have
interviewed the following of women who wear a Prince William
T-shirt under all of their clothing. First Kate Middleton gets to
fall and love and marry a prince, then she gets to bear an heir
to the British throne? As if the royal wedding wasn’t enough
to make ladies worldwide swoon, now there is a royal baby in
the mix.
Even the Prince William fanatics get to broadcast their feelings regarding the announcement via social networking: reason
100,000,001 why we all love social networking sites. Twitter has
been abuzz with news of the announcement, with the hashtag
“#royalbaby” trending across the globe.

Column

The wrong side of history
By HEATHER L. PICKERELL

HARVARD U. VIA UWIRE
Thursday, November 29, was a historic day. Palestine’s status
in the United Nations was upgraded to a “non-member observer
state,” implying that the UN now recognizes the existence of a Palestinian state. One hundred and fifty countries voted in favor of
formally acknowledging that four million Palestinians can call the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip their country, and only nine voted
against. Israel, the United States, Canada, and a smattering of Pacific Island nations voluntarily wrote themselves into the history
books as villains to Israeli-Palestinian peace process. Israel needs
to realize that using tactics of oppression to undermine the possibility of a two-state solution are outdated and must change to
reflect recent developments. Meanwhile, the United States must
learn that it is alone in its unilateral support of Israel and should
do more to support the Palestinian Authority in the face of Israeli
belligerency.
UN recognition of Palestine should be an important step forward to finally establishing a secure state for the Palestinians. But
Israel’s approach to the “Palestinian problem” is outdated and
requires re-evaluation in light of the recent U.N. vote. For a long
time, Israel has used brute force to agitate the Palestinian territories and used the dysfunction caused by Israeli meddling as an
excuse to not bring any realistic demands to the negotiating table.
The Israeli embargo on the Gaza Strip, which prevents goods like
construction materials from passing in to the area, only convinces
Palestinians that peaceful diplomatic efforts are failing and that
violence is the only way to defend Palestinian interests. The Israeli
government has used the separation wall and Jewish settlements
throughout the West Bank to prevent a geographically coherent
potential Palestinian state. Israel does this under the guise of security. However, the Israeli government needs to understand that
the best way to promote its country’s security is to convince the
rest of the world that they are no longer oppressing Palestinians
and rather intend to live alongside them in peace.
Unfortunately, Israel’s actions after the UN vote demonstrate
that the hawkish Netanyahu administration cares little for a
two-state solution. In fact, Israel revealed on Friday that it would
commence with construction plans for 3,000 settler homes in a
highly contentious area known as E1 in the West Bank, a move
that was immediately condemned by U.N. Secretary-General Ban
Ki-Moon. Israel then announced that it would withhold $120 million in tax revenues that it collects on behalf of the Palestinian
Authority.
These moves come on the heels of a bloody Israeli military
operation on the Gaza Strip, which killed more than 150 Palestinians, including many women and children. This was an extreme
response to a Hamas operation that killed only a few Israelis. The
deaths of innocent Palestinians do nothing but increase support
for Hamas’ terrorist activities in the West Bank, weakening the
non-violent Palestinian Authority that currently governs the West
Bank. If Israel ever wants peace, it must stop antagonizing the
Palestinians. The rest of the world has spoken, and overwhelming international support for the creation of a Palestinian state is
clear. It is time for Israel to get on board, too.
The United States, too, is on the wrong side of history. Just a
year ago, President Obama threatened to veto Palestine’s bid to
achieve full member status of the United Nations. Recently, he
pledged support for the recent occupation of the Gaza Strip, despite news of IDF soldiers killing entire Palestinian families in
Gaza and shooting dead Palestinians protesting against the IDF
in the West Bank. Israel has long been an important ally to the
United States, but unwavering U.S. support for Israeli belligerency
is unacceptable in light of the death of innocents.

Column

Estate taxes to increase the price of dying

By DEREK OLSON

U. MINNESOTA VIA UWIRE
If you’re planning on dying
soon, you might want to hurry
up. It’s that other certainty of
life you’ll want to watch out for.
The estate tax, which taxes the
inheritance you pass on to your
children, is about to increase
dramatically.
Presently, there is a 35 percent rate on inheritance above
$5 million. However, as a part
of the fiscal cliff, the estate tax
is in for an automatic increase
on Jan. 1. The $5 million threshold will drop to $1 million, and
the rate will jump from 35 to
55 percent. If on Dec. 31 you
happen to be on your deathbed
with a $5 million inheritance
set aside, surviving one more
day will cost $2.3 million dollars in taxes. That’s quite the
predicament if you’re on life
support.
The argument in favor of
a higher estate tax is easy to
see. Advocates argue on moral
grounds that it is an easy way
to help level the playing field of
equal opportunity between the
rich and the poor. However, opponents argue against it on the
grounds of economic efficiency
and, surprise, even morality.
For example, consider two
individuals, Bob and Joe, who
each started businesses and
sold them at retirement for
$10 million. Bob spent his retirement gambling away his
money, but Joe invested his, living modestly while his savings
financed new businesses and
economic development. Is it
fair that Joe be penalized for his

financial choice? Moral arguments alone make for a difficult
method of justification.
So what of the economics of
the death tax, as it is sometimes
pejoratively nicknamed? Many
economists, such as former
University of Minnesota professor and Nobel Laureate Edward
Prescott, favor a complete repeal of the estate tax. Like any
good ol’ American tax, it is full
of loopholes.
This results in a plethora of
inefficiencies and distortions
in decision making. Because
the estate tax raises very little
revenue, about 0.2 percent of
gross domestic product, some
economists express doubt
that the revenue exceeds the
opportunity cost of all those
lawyers, accountants, government administrators, IRS
agents and the drag on economic growth.
The estate tax is another
form of capital taxation, widely
believed to be a harmful way
to raise revenue. This brings to
mind another hot topic in the
public eye: capital gains, the
tax on investment income. For
the ultra-rich who make most
of their income on investments,
this can make for a lower tax
rate than many Americans
deem fair. Currently at 15 percent, President Barack Obama
favors raising capital gains to
20 percent. One caveat is in order; he will have already raised
it for high earners by 3.8 percent through the Affordable
Care Act.
In reality, the capital gains
rate can be much higher than
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23.8 percent, as it will become
on Jan. 1. Suppose you make
an investment of $1,000 and
it grows by 10 percent, however, in that same time there is
10 percent inflation. Thus, the
real value of your investment is
unchanged. Despite having no
increase in wealth, you still pay
taxes on the nominal gain of
$100. That’s a tax rate of infinity! Because capital gains also
tax inflation, the real rate is almost never as low as it looks on
paper.
Suppose you make your investment in the stock market.
The fruits of your investment
— the retained earnings of the
company — are already getting taxed through corporate
income taxes; your investment
is taxed twice. Since you have
already paid taxes on the wage
income that gave you money
to invest, your income is subject to taxation three separate
times.
Last week Warren Buffett
wrote an op-ed in the New
York Times titled “A Minumum
Tax for the Wealthy” in which
he scoffed at the notion that a
higher capital gains rate would
discourage the wealthy from
pursuing investments. “In the
years from 1956 to 1969… the
tax rate on capital gains inched
up to 27.5 percent. I was managing funds for investors then.
Never did anyone mention
taxes as a reason to forgo an
investment opportunity that I
offered.”
In addition, and without
any constructive solutions, he
criticized tax maneuvering by

the wealthy to the Cayman Islands as “sickening.” What Mr.
Buffett ignores is that a higher
capital gains tax is a major contributing factor to the use of
foreign tax havens and offshore
accounts.
In fact, there is a wealth of
economic literature suggesting the optimal capital gains
tax rate is at or very near
zero. This literature has found
ample evidence that capital
taxation is overly burdensome
on the growth of the economy.
While economic inequality
is a large concern for many
Americans, policies that seek
to address the issue still affect
everyone. The more the economic pie is redistributed, the
more the pie shrinks. When
the economy fails to grow,
those who suffer most are the
poor.
It should be mutually agreed
that economic growth is fair
and beneficial to everyone.
As John F. Kennedy famously
quipped, “A rising tide lifts all
boats.” While it is a noble position to advocate the rich paying
more through estate and capital gains taxation, the drain on
the growth of the economy is a
cost paid by all.
The morals of society and
what it collectively decides is
fair are virtues which cannot
and should not be divorced
from policy making. Neither
can we let objective economic
arguments, which are intimately linked with fairness,
be separated from the rationale behind the policies we
endorse.
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Tenors

Hollis

Accompanied by the group was a full
30-piece orchestra, the group played a medley
of songs, such as a rendition of “Hallelujah.”
“I thought it was great,” Evan Grover, a
music performance sophomore at Marshall
University, said. “I love the mix of Celtic and
new big band style.”
The Tenors played a variety of songs, including a few hits by the late Andy Williams,
such as “Moon River” and “Don’t Fence Me In.”
“I love the Irish folk music, and its been
a great performance so far,” Kevin Bailey, a
music education sophomore, said. Bailey
said Steven Lawson and Steve Hall were
performing in the orchestra with the Tenors
that night, and wanted to see them perform.
“I enjoyed the performance,” Olivia Hay a violin performance freshman said. “I loved the
Irish Celtic music.”
There was also a canned food drive at the
performance for the Cridlin Food Pantry, with
patrons bringing in non-perishable food to
benefit the pantry. This performance is part
of the Marshall Artist Series. The next performance will be“Ed Asner as FDR” Jan. 30,
2013 at the Joan C. Edwards Performance
Arts Center.
Tyrell Carlton can be reached at carlton5@marshall.edu.

“I’m working on my speech
now,” Hollis said. “It will have
some humor, some inspirational elements, but it will
probably be a little different
than most commencement
addresses. My guess is, if you
know me, you will say it’s typical Hollis, but since most of
the students, don’t know me,
we’ll just have to see how it
turns out.”
Hollis, who has been at Marshall since the fall of 1999, was
born in southwestern Indiana
and received his undergraduate
degree from the University of
Southern Indiana in 1983. During college and after graduation,
he worked at WFIE-TV in Evansville, Ind., as an award-winning
photographer, producer and
reporter. In 1989, he became
a freelance videographer, often
shooting recruiting videos for
major colleges and universities.
In addition to receiving
the Carnegie Foundation
Professor of the Year, Hollis has also received the
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Ronan Tynan sings during a performance of The Irish Tenors at the Keith-Albee Performing
Arts Center on Monday.

Marriage
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George Michael claimed he was running a church from his Lake Bluff house, seen in this July 15, 2008, file photo, to the surprise of local officials
who learned the state granted him a $78,000 exemption on his property taxes.

Undercover colleague helped
nab suspect in bizarre case
By JASON MEISNER

CHICAGO TRIBUNE (MCT)
CHICAGO — Steven Manning trusted "Individual A" with virtually every gruesome
detail of an alleged plot to kidnap a Chicago-area businessman, extort him of cash
and real estate, then kill him, according to
federal charges.
Undercover recordings captured Manning, an ex-police officer and former death
row inmate, allegedly chatting amiably
with Individual A about everything from
torture techniques to the equipment they
would need to dismember the victim.
By secretly cooperating with federal investigators, this trusted Manning associate
— identified by authorities only as Individual A — helped take down Manning,
long considered by law enforcement to be
a dangerous killer and elusive target.
The kidnapping plot was foiled in dramatic fashion in October, authorities said,
when FBI agents swooped in to arrest Manning and an accomplice as they arrived at a
small Northwest Side realty office to allegedly carry out the abduction.
The office belongs to George Michael, a
beefy, affable banker who made headlines
a few years ago when he claimed that his
suburban lakefront mansion was an Armenian church in order to qualify for a nearly
$80,000 break on his annual property tax
bill.
At a recent court hearing, Manning, who
now goes by the name Steven Mandell, told
his lawyer he wanted to expose the identity
of Individual A.
"I want them to know that it's George
Michael," Manning whispered loud enough
to be heard by a reporter in the spectators
gallery after learning that prosecutors and
his attorney had agreed to a protective
order on sensitive evidence in the case, including the identity of Individual A.
When Michael answered the door at his
Lake Bluff mansion on a recent evening,
he asked how the Chicago Tribune had
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At the Dirksen Federal Building, former
police officer Steve Manning leaves Dec.
8, 2004, after giving testimony in his
lawsuit against the FBI and others over his
imprisonment for murders, cases in which he
was later exonerated.

more than 40 years and married in Canada in 2007. When
Spyer died in 2009, she left
her estate to Windsor, but the
Internal Revenue Service assessed her $363,000 in estate
taxes, saying she did not qualify as a “surviving spouse.”
But because Windsor and
Spyer were married in Canada, they may not serve as the
proper stand-ins for the other
plaintiffs who were legally
married in one of the states.
Massachusetts has raised
still a third complication.
State Attorney General Martha
Coakley filed a separate appeal
and urged the court to decide the issue on states’ rights
ground. Since marriage has
always been a matter of state

Maniacs

Continued from Page 3
The Marshall Maniacs are
also up for the Nay Smith
Student Section of the Year
Award this year. This award
gives the best student section
a $10,000 prize for their college or university.
“Our application was just
received for this award and

Marshall & Shirley Reynolds
Outstanding Teacher Award
and the Pickens-Queen Excellence in Teaching Award
at Marshall.
He has also taken first place
in six consecutive years, and
seven of the past eight, in
the News/Sports/Public Affairs category of the National
Broadcasting Society and Alpha Rho Epsilon Professional
Electronic Media Awards for
his creative work.
Past commencement speakers at Marshall include a
variety of individuals ranging
from Marshall alumnus and
professional athletes like Chad
Pennington, to key political
figures such as West Virginia
Gov. Earl Ray Tomblin and
Robert C. Byrd, who was the
longest-serving U.S. Senator.
Other past speakers include
Julia Keller, Pulitzer Prize
winner and two-time Marshall graduate, Sean Callebs,
CNN news correspondent
and Homer Hickam Jr., Rocket
Boys author.
Katie Wise can be reached
at wise37@marshall.edu.

law, she argued the Defense of
Marriage Act violates the 10th
Amendment, which protects
the powers of the states.
If the court sees a problem
with the Gill or Windsor cases,
it could opt to decide similar
cases involving federal benefits
brought by same-sex couples
from Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont and California.
Once the justices decide
which of the DOMA cases
to hear, they must decide
whether to go further and rule
on California’s Proposition 8
and the potentially broader
issue of the right to marry for
gay couples. If the court votes
to hear the case, the justices
will decide by next summer
on whether the state’s ban on
gay marriage violates the Constitution’s guarantee of equal
protection of the laws.
we will be one of the top
schools that they will look at
to possibly win this award,”
Goebbel said.
Students can join the
Marshall Maniacs anytime
throughout the school year
at the Stadium Bookstore located on Fifth Avenue.
Sarah Hagerty can be
contacted at hagerty5@
marshall.edu.
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"figured out" his involvement in Manning's
case but stopped short of confirming he
was Individual A. He expressed concern for
his safety, saying Manning was "a bad guy."
Michael's attorney, Lawrence Karlin, later
said Michael "has no comment on this or
any criminal investigation."
Federal authorities also declined to
comment.
Manning, who waived a detention hearing and is being held in the Metropolitan
Correctional Center, did not respond to a
Tribune request for an interview. He has
pleaded not guilty to the attempted extortion and conspiracy charges.
Real estate records and witness interviews show that Michael was the real
estate agent who helped Manning find a
vacant office building to rent on the Northwest Side. The criminal complaint against
Manning alleges he intended to use the location, dubbed "Club Med" in undercover
recordings, to carry out the extortion and
slaying.
The nondescript property in the 5300 block

of West Devon Avenue is sandwiched between
an Irish pub and an Italian restaurant in a
neighborhood heavily populated by police officers, firefighters and other city workers.
The building offered 2,500 square feet of
first-floor office space that had been gutted
down to the cinder block walls before being abandoned by its last tenant. The real
estate listing described it as a "great opportunity to get that thing that you wanted
to try started."
The Coldwell Banker real estate agent
who listed the building, who wished to
remain anonymous, said he took Michael
to check out the property in mid-August.
Later that month, Michael came into the
office with a tall, well-dressed man who
introduced himself as Steven Mandell. He
said he was an accountant looking to rent
extra office space.
Mandell carried himself well and had impeccable credit, the agent said in a recent
interview. But his interest in the building
seemed odd. For one, he requested an office
that had a garage accessible from an alley,
an unusual need for an accountant, the
agent said. He also thought it was strange
they were interested in a building that
would require such extensive renovation.
"There were others just down the street
already built out, ready to move in," the
agent said.
On Sept. 27, Mandell signed a four-year,
$1,500-a-month lease and paid a month's
rent in cash as a security deposit. He told
the agent he planned to spend the winter
in Florida and likely wouldn't begin construction on the office until spring.
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‘Miss Pride WV 2012’ goes ‘On The Record’ for fans
By EVAN FOWLER

THE PARTHENON
Britney Spears, Christina
Aguilera, Lady Gaga and other
young female pop stars all have
one thing in common —
 these
ladies are regular guests to the
Huntington area visiting in the
form of “The Little Starlet” Aubree Ryann.
The Stonewall nightclub
hosts an energetic atmosphere
as well as a full cast of female
impersonators who put on a
show to leave the audiences
impressed and wanting more.
Patrick Jones, the “man behind the woman,” decided to
share his beginnings with fans
by telling his story of how Aubree Ryann came to be the
locally known and loved celebrity she is today and her rise to
become “Miss WV Pride 2012.”
Jones said he did not know
what drag was until he was
18 years old and visited the
Stonewall for the first time for
Halloween in 2008.
“That was the first time I had
ever dressed in drag,” Jones said.
“It wasn’t something that was
planned or had any real origins.
My passion started burning for
drag as I became more involved
and met more people.”
Jones who is originally from
Williamsburg, Ky., moved to
Huntington to pursue a serious career in drag. Jones said
drag varies from a career to a
lifestyle for many, but his is a
career choice.
“Here I can be Aubree Ryann,
but when I leave the bar I have
an entire life outside of this,”
Jones said. “I can be Patrick and
live a normal life and work a
normal day job.”
Jones said those who helped
him enter the world of drag
helped him in creating the
name Aubree Ryann. He also
said a lot of little things make
up Aubree Ryann.
“Aubree is very in your face
and very honest,” Jones said.

“She’s very upbeat and dance
driven and always looking for
what is next.”
Jones said his support system consists of many different
people. He said his system consists of his coworkers, friends
and fans.
“I learned a long time ago
that in order to get support
you have to give support,” Jones
said. “You really do get what
you put into it and I assume
that anyone I’ve helped in the
past would be more than willing to do the same for me.”
Brett Williams is one of
Patrick’s closest friends and
biggest supporters in his drag
career. Williams said he and
Patrick had met over four years
ago when they were roommates in college.
“Patrick and Aubree never
cease to amaze me,” Williams
said. “Patrick’s evolution in
drag is so impressive—especially considering he hasn’t
been doing this long at all. He
has really accomplished a lot
for himself.”
As friends, Williams said
they are not without their likes
and dislikes about one another.
“My least favorite thing about
Patrick is that he can be brutally honest at any given time.”
Williams said. “But at the end of
the day, Patrick is a very deep
and caring friend who I can go
to with anything.”
Williams said he feels there
are, at times, misconceptions
about Patrick as well as a lot of
things people don’t see about
the performer.
“I think a lot of people believe Patrick has things handed
to him on a silver platter,”
Williams said. “When in all
actuality, Patrick is extremely
hard working and supports
himself.”
Williams said he thinks their
friendship will be one for the
records. He said he is supportive of Jones in any decision he

makes going forward.
“Patrick has grown as a person who is more community
oriented rather than focusing
on himself,” Williams said. “I
completely support him in anything he does. He makes goals
and reaches them and I think
that’s all a best friend can ask
for.”
Jones also receives support
not only from his friends and
fans, but also from his co-workers where he is better known as
Aubree Ryann. Olivia Knowles,
cast girl at the Stonewall, said
she has watched Ryann evolve
into a very talented and intuitive performer.
“Aubree’s best feature that
I have noticed over the years
is her ability to learn and listen,” Knowles said. “Nobody
can ever learn too much and
that’s why I’m so proud of her
for picking up hints, taking tips
and most of all observing others. When you stop learning
that’s when your career is going to die. I see a bright future
in her because of her ability to
learn and listen.”
Knowles said the ladies strive
to make each other better every night regardless the size of
the crowd. Knowles said they
realize they are on stage for a
reason and that is to entertain.
The audience is the number
one priority.
“My view on my job every
night is to have at least one
person leave with a smile on
their face,” Knowles said. “If
that happens, then our job was
done right.”
Knowles previously held the
title of Miss Pride WV in 2011
and said she thinks it brings a
lot of change to an individual’s
career.
“Being Miss WV Pride was
a great experience,” Knowles
said. “You meet so many people
and you have the opportunity
to change the community. It’s
actually a very stressful title

to hold but everything is well
worth it. I have informed Aubree about everything she will
endure while she holds this
title but she knows a lot of it
first hand as she was right by
my side during my reign.”
Knowles said the opportunities before Jones as Aubree
Ryann are anything he wants
them to be. She said the choice
is up to him as a performer.
“Opportunities are everywhere. Your career is only what
you make of it and what you
want to be in life,” Knowles said.
“I see her doing great things no
matter if it’s on the local, state
or national level she will be
fabulous and professional in
whatever she decides to do.”
Jones said the experiences
and struggles he has went
through has molded him
and Ryann into who
they are today. He said
dating is sometimes
very complicated and
his relationship with
his birthparents is
nonexistent because
of their disapproval
of his sexuality. Jones
said if given the opportunity there is
not much he would
change.
“The only real regret I
have would be with drag and
not taking it more seriously a
little sooner on,” Jones said. “I
think had I taken the opportunity to take it more seriously
just a little earlier on I could be
even further than I am today.”
Jones said his goals are to
raise awareness and helping
the community and event
expand.
“Especially in states like
West Virginia, Kentucky and
Tennessee our youth need
to see strong and independent LGBTA members,” Jones
said. “They need to know that
support systems exist and that
there is no reason for them to

ever feel ashamed of who they
really are.”
Jones said drag is an art form
and it is something that newcomers should never be afraid
of experiencing. He said making a mistake is not a big deal.
“It’s just makeup,” Jones said.
“If you don’t like it you can always take it off and re-do it.
Drag is all about
creating a

character that you want and
that you are happy with. Don’t
ever let anyone else shape the
character you want to create,
because drag is about you and
sharing your creation with the
audience.”
Evan Fowler can be
contacted at fowler68@marshall.edu.
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TOP, ABOVE: Patrick Jones prepares to go on stage at Stonewall Nightclub as Aubree Ryann.
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